Diabetes management for American Indians

A KU journalism professor is harnessing the collective wisdom of American Indian tribes and combining it with theory-based approaches for health-messages delivery to research new ways to empower individuals and communities to work together to fight diabetes.
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Hays site of key breast cancer trial

Through aligning with Midwest Cancer Alliance, Hays Medical Center has begun to explore clinical trial options, including in breast cancer research.

Full Story

‘More Than a Few Good Men’

Jackson Katz, co-founder of the Mentors in Violence Prevention program, will present “More Than a Few Good Men: A Conversation about Manhood, Violence and Doing the Right Thing” at 7 p.m. Thursday, March 7, at Woodruff Auditorium in the Kansas Union.

Full Story

KUDOS

Emerging Leaders Academy grads

Forty-nine graduates, including staff from local, county, state and federal agencies from across Kansas as well as from KU, recently completed training at the Emerging Leaders Academy.

Full Story

TODAY’S EVENTS

BASEBALL

KU vs. North Dakota

Monday, March 4, 2013

1 p.m.

Hoglund Ballpark

View all events

TWITTER

@kuathletics RT @espnu Tonight, #Kansas hosts #TexasTech - Tomorrow @CoachBillSelf joins @ESPNAndyKatz on #KatzKorner at 4pm on #ESPNU @KU_Hoops @KUAthletics
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EcoHawks at work
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